Decode of Dana Coverstone's "Mud Dream”, Part 2
We're going to talk about Dana's Coverstone's “Mud Dream”, and this is
part 2. I’ve already done a complete decode, or at least I thought it was
a complete decode, but as you know, things can change and I’ve
discovered quite a few more parts to Dana Coverstone's dream.
And I know at the time, I was looking very much for the Mark of the
Beast. I was sure the Mark of the Beast had to be in Dana Coverstone's
dream. I was sure Mary's Rosary had to be in Dana Coverstone's dream.
And I’ve also discovered that not only are those two found there, but
also the four evil entities of the End Times; the Antichrist, the False
Prophet, the One World Government and of course Satan.
And I asked Paula to help me, because she pretty good at decoding. In
fact she's excellent at decoding, and she sent me back quite a long
email, so I’m going to read that email to you over the course of this
program.
So first I thought what we could do is, review his dream first and I hope
you watched his program because it's a fascinating dream. Now first
what we saw in his dream was a time stamp, and that's the way he starts
most of his programs, with a time stamp and
that is literal. It's not symbolic, and I went
over that very much in the first one. And the
time stamp was spring, but not just any
spring, it was this spring. And we know that,
because he was describing the deep freeze
Texas Prickly Pear in snow in Texas.
And then he described a church that he saw. And the church was a
compromised church, remember? He said it resembled a Christian
church. It had what seemed like steeples and so on, but we learned later
that it's not as we found in other of Dana's dreams. The church is not
going to save America.
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In fact we find that in Kim Clement's prophecy which he received on
March 25th 2011, and of course March 25th is the Feast of the
Annunciation. And Kim Clement prophesied then that the woman would
save America, and then he called her Esther. And of course we know
that Esther represents the Blessed Virgin Mary.
Now in Dana's dream, the church goers leave the church and when they
do, they discover that they are surrounded. In fact the entire countryside
is surrounded with a gray mud which covers the entire country and I said
at the time when I interpreted his dream in part one of this series, I said
that the mud represents communism. And that's what we're going to get.
You could call it Bidenism if you want to, and Dana has covered this
topic quite often. The “Snake Chain Dream” for example is the same
vision; a little different interpretation. For example the snake chain is
going out and going to put chains around all the states. Mary prophesied
at Fatima that Russia would spread her errors throughout the world. She
did not exempt the United States and that's what this “Mud Dream” is all
about also.
And so in Dana’s dream, the church goers had to walk through this mud
and they had to slug their way through it, because it got deeper and
deeper. And then the man, who appears in a lot of Dana’s dreams, who
represents, sometimes an angel, sometimes the Holy Spirit. In this
dream he represents Jesus and he told them not to complain about the
mud. And what's interesting is that Jesus says I gave you the mud to
work with; very interesting.
So they are complaining about the mud coming from God and He did
bring the mud, and this is consistent with Bible prophecy. In the Bible it
is God Himself who appoints the Antichrist and He appoints the False
Prophet. And so it's only logical that He would also organize the One
World Government which is going to offend all of us and enslave us.
This is our final exam, as I have said many times on this program.
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Christians in the mud

Black Wolves

And also if you go through his dream, the faithful Christians who were
slogging through the mud were harassed by black wolves and by people
wearing masks on the shore. And then, up ahead they see a cloud in
the middle of the United States, and I believe, as I stated on that first
program, that the cloud represents the core values of America. That's
why it's in the middle of the country. In other words, freedom of religion,
freedom of speech, freedom of the press, hard work; Americans are
hard workers, Christian family life, gun rights and so on; all of the rights
that we have come to treasure. And that's what the white cloud
represents. And that's what they start moving towards. And at the end of
the dream, green flashes of lightning suddenly appear all over the place.
And the black wolves and the people wearing the masks on the shore,
they all run and hide because Jesus is returning. And the man appears
as the risen Lord, and he urges the mud walkers to persevere because
he is coming quickly, and I think that is a summary of Dana's “Mud
Dream”. He is giving a brief synopsis of the End Times tribulation and
that we have to persevere, and we have to help each other; the people
in the dream were helping each other.
And we can't listen to the people on the shore, who are making fun of us,
and we can't worry about the black wolves. We have to keep our eye on
the prize so to speak. I found several other entities in Dana's dream
besides the Mark of the Beast. I’ve seen where the Antichrist is
expressed, the False Prophet, and Paula discovered the Mark of the
Beast.
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So now first of all, where do we find
Mary's Rosary in Dana’s dream? Of
course we find Mary's Rosary in the
Bible in many places. And right in
Genesis 3:15 is an expression of the
Rosary. Three represents the
number of mysteries in the original
Rosary. Fifteen represents the
Mary's Rosary
number of decades in three
mysteries. That's why it's Genesis 3:15. That's where he learned that
Mary crushes the head of the serpent. If your Bible says “he crushes”,
throw it out. That is the first expression of the apocalypse in the Bible.
That's why I call it the proto-apocalypse it is not the proto-evangelium by
the way. It is the proto-apocalypse Genesis 3:15.
We also see Mary's Rosary
expressed by the five smooth pebbles
that David chose against Goliath.
David only needed one pebble. Why
did he choose five smooth pebbles?
To let us know that Mary's Rosary is
the weapon Jesus uses. Five smooth
pebbles; does that give you any idea
Five Smooth Pebbles
of what the five smooth pebbles
represent? They represent the five decades in one mystery of the
Rosary. And I believe that the five mysteries of the Rosary; that is Mary's
number, is expressed by the five scenes in Dana's “Mud Dream” and
he's used this before. There's at least one other dream in which he has
five scenes. And I don't know it could be that there are more; more of his
dreams that have five scenes. Maybe they all do. I know that this is not
the first.
So I thought I’d review the five scenes that Dana has in this “Mud
Dream”. So let's take a quick look at them.
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In scene 1; “I saw a landscape of ice and snow… I saw the outline of
the southern coastal states from Texas over all the way to Florida.”
So that's the first scene. We see ice and snow covering the coastal
states. That is a specific timestamp. We know when this occurred. This
occurred last month. It's not really a prophecy. It's very specifically a
timestamp. In other words that's the first scene. The first scene is the
coastal states covered with snow. Next we come to the second scene.
“And the snow disappeared, and as it happened, this began to
happen in every state.” And look at the last sentence. ”It was
happening in every single state.”
So, the first scene was the Gulf Coast States. The second scene is the
entire country. Okay, let's look at the third scene, scene number 3.
“And a cloud then appeared. It was basically in the middle of the
United States. And the believers began to follow and walk towards
that cloud.”
So this is central of the United States. It’s not the same as all the states,
and it's certainly not the same as the Gulf Coastal States, in other words
this is the third scene. Let's look at the fourth scene,
“And then the scene changed where I was seeing -- once again, the
entire states. And in each state there seemed to be people who
were trudging through the mud towards this cloud.”
So we see here, Dana specifies each scene change. It's important to
understand that there are five different scenes; no more no less. And so
now we come to the fifth and final scene.
“And then the Christ figure was raised up. I think of that verse, ‘If I
be lifted up.’”
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Well I’m not sure Dana has that right. When Jesus is lifted up,
that refers to his crucifixion, when he's lifted up on the cross He
will be erased. When He returns, He will be returned in the
skies. I think that's what his dream was showing.
“I will draw all men unto Me.” Jesus was lifted up, He
ascended from the earth and looked down. And He was
raised in the sky, and He thrust His sceptre straight down
toward the earth, and He shouted these words, “I am
coming soon! And My reward is with Me. Stay faithful
until I come!”
So the fifth scene is the sky. And this is not just the United
States. You could say that these are all the states, but it
includes all the rest of the Earth. And Dana specifies sceptre
toward all the Earth, and of course we know when Jesus
returns he will be seen by the entire Earth.
So we see that there are five clear different scenes. And I think
the Lord is telling us that the Holy Spirit, I am sure, gives us
Sceptre
true prophecy through Dana Coverstone. And he is telling us
through numerology; sacred numerology, the same as the Lord tells us
about Mary's Rosary in the Bible, he is telling us through numerology,
that Mary's Rosary is the weapon that defeats the Antichrist.
And so, next I want to talk to you about the Mark of the Beast. Where we
find that in Dana Coverstone's “Mud Dream”? And for that, I’m going to
read to you Paula's email that she sent to me. And I did not figure this
out. I have to give her credit, and I see this she's pretty good at
decoding. Here's what she wrote.
“The evil masks that the people don. The word “mask” is a stand in
for the word “mark”. Just change one letter.”
And you know in the rules of prophecy, you can change one letter and
be 100% accurate. In fact, people have often pointed out that when
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Nostradamus prophesied about Hitler. He called him “Hister “and that's a
perfect prophecy because you can change one letter.
So when Dana describes them as wearing masks
they are wearing the Mark of the Beast. This is
what Paula says; and we know that the mask, that
is the mask that everyone is wearing now is a
forerunner to the Mark of the Beast, and I agree
with that 100%. And that's why they want to force
everyone to wear masks, because it is a
forerunner of the Mark and they certainly want to
force everyone to take the Mark of the Beast.

The Mark of the
Beast. The chip
implant in the hand.

But, you know what John says in the Book of
Revelation? If you take the Mark of the Beast, you
will end up in Hell. And in Dana's dream, the evil
people on shore who are wearing, that is the Mark; the mask, they hurl
insults and blasphemies at the faithful Christians going through the mud
and they are telling them to take the Mark of the Beast. And some of the
Christians do leave. They get out of the mud. They see it's a lot easier
up there wearing the Mark. And as soon as they do, they are given a
mask and then they start making fun of the faithful Christians who are
continuing to slog their way through the mud.
Okay and now I want to show you where we find the four evil entities of
these End Times. The mud represents the One World Government, also
known as the Scarlet Beast; also known as the Beast from the Abyss;
also known as the eighth Beast. In Daniel it's called the fourth Beast. It's
the final Beast and in our country it is represented by the Deep State;
the Swamp etc. So that's what the mud represents; one of the four evil
entities of these End Times.
And I want to read what Paula says about it, because she has some
pretty good insights on why it is the color gray, the gray mud. And here's
what she writes:
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Gray Mud

“Also regarding the color of the mud, I
offer four conclusions”, and she notes
that four is an End Times number, very
good. Thanks Paula. “The mud is gray
because gray is neither black nor white,
but a combination of both. It represents
the lukewarm duality that Jesus
absolutely abhors.”

I agree. It’s a very good observation.
Number 2. She says, “Gray is a forked tongue color because it
represents lies and propaganda. There is always a little bit of truth;
that would be the white, mixed in with the lies, which would be
black, in order for the propaganda to be accepted by the people.”
That's another good point. The black of the lies mixed in with the white of
truth gives you gray. 3rd she says:
“The gray also represents the evil of liberalism where we are told to
believe in universal inclusion; that there is no objective right or
wrong only a subjective gray color, in other words dead center.”
She used the term “dead center”. I think that's right.
Number 4 she says that, “Gray means relativism and it constitutes
the morass of our filthy culture through which true believers must
struggle and sacrifice so as to reach Heaven which is symbolized
by the cloud over the center of our country.” And Paula also noted
that “Gray is a very popular color in our culture right now.” So
thanks for that Paula. I think you're dead on, so to speak, 100% right.
So that leaves two other groups. It leaves the black wolves and the
people on shore wearing the mask. And I believe they represent the two
other groups or the other two other entities of the End Times. That would
be the fourth, the Antichrist and the forces of the Antichrist and the False
Prophet and his followers. So which is which?
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Now it's interesting that the people who interpreted Dana's dream when
he did his program I think Sheree Goff is the name of one. I think the
other one is John Redenbauer. They came to the conclusion that the
black wolves symbolize the false prophets, and I thought of that for a
while, but I’ve come to the conclusion it's just the opposite.
And the reason is, because the wolves, by their actions; they cause
actual physical harm to the people. They bite them for example and I
said that they represent terrorists; like for example Black Lives Matter. In
other words they work for the Antichrist. They don't work for the False
Prophet.

Man hurling insults

The people on the shore however, they do not
cause physical harm to the faithful Christians.
They hurl insults at them. They hurl blasphemies
at them. They are fighting in a spiritual way
against weak Christians. That's why I say that
they are represented or representative of the
False Prophet and don't forget in the Book of
Revelation, it is the False Prophet who causes
everyone to take the Mark of the Beast.

And speaking of false prophets, I hope Dana and his friends are not in
this category. The false prophets say that the Antichrist causes everyone
to take the Mark of the Beast, and that is completely false. Read it very
carefully. It's the False Prophet. And of course we are under the realm of
the false prophet right now, because Rome has lost the faith and
become the seed of the Antichrist as Mary herself prophesied at La
Salette.
The fourth evil entity of the End Times is Satan. So where do we find
Satan in Dana Coverstone's “Mud Dream”? Well I think we find him
animating the other three that we just talked about. For example we see
him in the red eyes of the wolves. He is the activating force behind the
wolves. That's why they have red glowing eyes. And we know that Satan
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is called the “red dragon” in the Book of Revelation. I believe we find him
represented in the people on the shore wearing the masks because the
masks show images of witches’ faces, skulls, demons. Therefore, it's the
people on the shore who are working for the False Prophet.
And I think we also see Satan activating the fourth evil entity of the End
Times, the One World Government, because I think that he is pushing
the mud, so to speak. And the reason I say that, is because in the Book
of Revelation we find that Satan spews out a flood from his mouth.
Remember? The woman flees into the wilderness and he spews out a
flood after the woman, in order to drown her. And Dana is telling us the
same thing here. In Revelation it's a river of water. In this case it's a river
of mud.
So I think we can see that Satan is expressed by the other three entities;
the wolves, the people on shore and the mud. So, I think that is my
addition to Dana Coverstone's “Mud Dream”. If I haven't come up with
everything yet, let me know. I don't want to do a part 3 of this, but there
was enough information especially from Paula and the Mark of the
Beast, that I did want to do part 2.
In summary, Dana's “Mud Dream” is telling us
how to survive the Great Tribulation. We have to
“brace ourselves”, we have to “hold our breath”,
and Dana is telling us; the Holy Spirit is selling us
through Dana; that our Lord's return is imminent.
And that's exactly what Jesus said at the end of
the dream.
Pastor Dana
Coverstone

And of course as you know, one of our own WFM
members Scott Fox, believes that our Lord's
return would be in 2023, and I haven't gone over his prophecy yet, but I
think that would qualify as imminent.
So thanks everybody and until I see all of you, may God bless all of you
and may all of you have a very blessed day.
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